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Luis Monay-Arredondo , and Leonardo Herrera
Abstract—This letter proposes structurally simple,
bounded and partially bounded nonlinear controllers that
offer satisfactory performance, demonstrated by their
application to first and second-order dynamical systems.
This is done by taking advantage of the properties of a par-
ticular class of bounded sector nonlinear functions that can
be parameterized in bound value and slope. In contrast to
the classical methods of saturated control, the proposed
controllers’ design can be defined as an explicit summation
of sector nonlinear functions, whose Lyapunov global sta-
bility proof can be straightforwardly demonstrated for the
single and double integrator dynamics. Thus, the proposed
approach derives nonlinear controllers where each term is
bounded (or partially bounded) by design. Although the
stability proof is provided for single and double integrator
dynamics, one of the controllers is tested in a first-order
nonlinear system and another in a nonlinear second-order
system, both to achieve tracking. The numerical results evi-
dence good performance even for large initial errors, and
without the further introduction of auxiliary dynamics, such
as compensation terms or feedback linearization. This is
done by only tuning the gains of each term, while main-
taining boundedness (or partial boundedness) properties
on the control input.
Index Terms—Partially bounded nonlinear control,
bounded nonlinear control, sector nonlinearities.
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I. INTRODUCTION
THE DEVELOPMENT of controllers with boundednessproperties has a significant practical meaning due to the
limitations in the demanded control input when dealing with
physical systems. Constraints in demanded control signals
can be required for other classes of systems as well. The
construction of general, structurally simple control laws with
boundedness properties is highly desirable but it is not an easy
task. The most illustrative example of a general class of linear
controllers, where simple structures are employed is the family
of PID controllers [1]–[3]. They are favored by the industry
due to the ease of manipulating the gains of each controller
term to produce a desired output in terms of the desired damp-
ing and settling time in the system’s response. However, they
are, as stated, linear, and they do not produce bounded con-
trol signals. Furthermore, the introduction of an integral term,
with respect to some designed variable, can result in control
laws with high growth rate. This is the well-known integrator
windup problem [4].
On the other hand, the classic approach used to derive
nonlinear bounded control signals is based on saturating (trim-
ming) the control input to keep it between predefined boundary
values. The associated research field is known as saturated
control. The most commonly applied saturating functions are
the sign function and the hyperbolic tangent function. Tailor-
made constructions, such as complex, piece-wise, or variable
structure functions have also been proposed, such as in [5], [6].
A primer work on linear feedbacks that globally stabilize a
chain of integrators of arbitrary order was proposed in [7]. For
systems with actuator saturations, we can mention the works
of [8]–[10], where the saturation function is applied over the
full control law. Some general proposals, where PID-like and
linear feedback controllers are merged with other method-
ologies to derive bounded and partially bounded non-linear
control laws, can be found in [11], [12]. The construc-
tion of bounded and partially bounded nonlinear controllers
applied for particular systems has been also addressed in the
works of [13]–[17]. Despite the amount of literature regard-
ing bounded control, the resorted approach remains within
the same idea of fully or partially saturating the terms of a,
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beforehand constructed, controller. In contrast to this tradi-
tional design, our proposed approach poses the hypothesis that
it is possible to design stable bounded and partially bounded
control laws by explicitly adding together bounded, continu-
ous, and monotonically increasing non-linear sector functions.
For simplicity, we will refer to them as bounded sector non-
linear functions (BSNs), keeping in mind the sector in which
we are interested. This idea relies on well-studied concav-
ity and convexity features, and on the domain of attraction
for generalized sector conditions (see, e.g., [18]). The concept
of building general stable controllers using unbounded sec-
tor nonlinear functions, and applied to first-order dynamical
systems, has been recently proposed in [19].
The main contribution of this letter is the proposal of a
family of bounded and partially bounded controllers based on
a particular class of BSN functions. Rather than bounding a
predefined control law, as in the classic approach, each term
of the proposed nonlinear controllers is bounded (or partially
bounded) by design. The advantages of this scheme, as com-
pared to the classic approach, are highlighted in Section III.
The global and asymptotic stability of the proposed con-
trollers is demonstrated via Lyapunov theory applied to single
and double integrator dynamics. However, for first and sec-
ond order dynamical systems of the form ẋ = f (x) + u and
ẍ = g(x, ẋ) + u, assuming functions f (x) and g(x, ẋ) to be
locally Lipschitz and invertible over a domain D ∈ R, then,
feedback linearization can be introduced to take the system
to the single and double integrator dynamics. For the first-
order dynamics, let xd ∈ R be a desired C1 reference to
be tracked such that xd, ẋd ∈ L∞. For the second-order
dynamics, let xd ∈ R2 be such that xd, ẋd, ẍd ∈ L∞. The
proposed family of controllers is tested in simulation in two
nonlinear dynamical systems, to evidence the extent of the
contribution. The proposed controllers are shown to success-
fully attain the prescribed reference in the nonlinear case, even
when no feedback linearization, or reference compensation is
introduced.
II. A CLASS OF BOUNDED SECTOR NONLINEARITIES
Definition 1 (Bounded Sector Nonlinearity): Consider a
function ψ : R → R, and constants l,m, γ ∈ R > 0. The func-
tion ψ is set to be in sector [l, m] for all z ∈ R if p = ψ(z)
lies between lz and mz. Notice that the above implies that
zψ(z) ≥ 0. Furthermore, ψ is said to be bounded by γ if
|ψ(z)| ≤ γ , for all z ∈ R.
Lemma 1: Let g(z) ∈ C1 belonging to sector [0, α] be a
nonlinear function bounded by a fixed bound value γ ∈ R,
such that it is strictly monotonically increasing under condition
|g(z)| ≤ γ . Then, it is possible to construct a positive definite
function G(z) > 0 based on the indefinite integral of g(z).
Proof: The Fundamental Theorem of Calculus states∫ z
0
g(y)dy = G∗(z)+ C = G(z), (1)
where G∗(z) + C is the indefinite integral of g(z). Different
indefinite integrals of the same function differ only by the
additive constant C. Given that g(z) is bounded, monotonically
increasing, and lying in quadrants I and III, then it is also
true that its primitive (anti-derivative) is a radially unbounded,
strictly convex function with a global minimum in z = 0. Thus,
the construction of a function G(z) = G∗(z)+ C, such that it
is positive definite, e.g., G(z) > 0, is given by the suitable
selection of the constant of integration C.
Remark 1: The constant of integration needed to construct
an anti-derivative G(z) for functions g(z), having the proper-
ties stated in Lemma 1, such that G(z) is a positive definite
function, can be computed as C = −G∗(z)|z=0.
Remark 2: The bounded sector nonlinearities fulfilling
Lemma 1 belong to sector [0, α] with time derivatives com-
puted as ġ(z)ż, where ġ(z) are positive valued functions with
their upper bound value located at z = 0.
The class of BSNs treated in this letter comprises a
broad class of functions, for instance, sigmoid-like func-
tions employed as activation functions in Artificial Neural
Networks, the conventional hyperbolic tangent function from
saturated control, Gaussian error functions from probability
theory, the Gudermannian function, the Logistic functions,
and the smoothstep function employed in computer graphics
and video game engines. In addition, some algebraic polyno-
mial and piece-wise constructions can also be considered. The
virtue of the proposed class of bounded sector nonlinearities
for the construction of partially bounded nonlinear controllers
stems from the property established in Lemma 1. This is given
by the feasibility of constructing (either by hand or through
symbolic software) a positive definite function, defining an
anti-derivative G∗(z)+C, where a suitable integration constant,
C, can be found by applying Remark 1. This characteristic
allows to prove global asymptotic stability for first and sec-
ond order dynamics by using the classic quadratic Lyapunov
function plus a positive definite function constructed with the
properties of the BSN functions fulfilling Lemma 1.
III. SYNTHESIS OF NONLINEAR CONTROLLERS
Let z denote the output error of the system with respect to a
desired output, and let ż correspond to its time derivative. The
new class of nonlinear controllers is constructed by explicitly
linking three basis control actions where a constant value mi ∈
R, i = 1, 2, 3 is introduced as a gain for the slope in each BSN.
The BSNs are defined as follows.
1) A bounded sector nonlinearity with respect to the output
error z, this is
gE(m1z) : |gE(m1z)| ≤ γ E in sector [0, αE] (2)
2) The integral of a bounded sector nonlinearity with
respect to the output error z, i. e.,
∫ t
0
gI(m2z)dτ with |gI(m2z)| ≤ γ I in sector [0, αI]
(3)
From the stability proofs discussed below, condition
gI(m2z) : GI(m2z(t)) > 0 must be fulfilled. According to
Lemma 1, the time integral of a bounded sector nonlin-
earity, such as gI(m2z), is a radially unbounded, strictly
convex function, with a global minimum in z = 0. Then,
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TABLE I
SET OF GENERAL BOUNDED AND PARTIALLY BOUNDED NONLINEAR
CONTROLLERS WHERE gE (m1z) ≤ γE , gI (m2z) ≤ γ I AND
gD (m3ż) ≤ γD ARE BOUNDED SECTOR NONLINEAR FUNCTIONS
THAT FULFILL LEMMA 1 AND mi ∈ R, i = 1, 2, 3 ARE
POSITIVE CONSTANT GAIN VALUES
condition gI(m2z) : GI(m2z(t)) > 0 is met if the integra-
tion constant C = 0 is the only solution of the integral
(see Remark 1).
3) A bounded sector nonlinearity with respect to the time
derivative of the output error z, denoted as
gD(m3ż) : |gD(m3ż)| ≤ γD in sector [0, αD] (4)
The set of proposed structures for the construction of
the nonlinear controllers is summarized in Table I. For
every proposed nonlinear controller, notice that gE(m1z) and
gD(m3ż) are bounded by their respective saturation level γ E




However, this integral action corresponds to a time integral of
a bounded function such that, in the worst-case scenario, its
growth rate is given by the solution of γ I
∫ t
0 dτ , and limited
by |gI(m2z)| ≤ γ I .
The class of nonlinear controllers proposed in this letter has
several advantages, as summarized as below.
• It constitutes a family of general, bounded and partially
bounded nonlinear controllers. Their global asymptotic
stability, for single and double integrator systems, can be
demonstrated.
• The control structures bsnEI for first and second order
nonlinear dynamical systems only require measurements
of the output error z.
• Any bounded sector nonlinearity that fulfills Lemma 1
can be used in any term of the controllers in Table I,
as long as gI(m2z) : GI(m2 z(t)) > 0 is satisfied for the
integral term.
• The structures of the nonlinear controllers that do not
have an integral action are bounded by design. Nonlinear
controllers bsnE and bsnED are bounded by the value of
γ E, and by γ E + γD, respectively.
• The structures that consider an integral term are partially
bounded, since the integral action is an unbounded oper-
ator. Condition |gI(m2z)| ≤ γ I allows to manipulate the
maximum growth rate of the integral term with respect to
the time variable. Thus, wind-up, due the use of integral
terms, can be significantly reduced with proper design.
• The tuning of each term in the control structures is intuitive,
where the individual bounds and gains can be selected at
will. A tunable gain defining the slope m of a function
within the boundary denoted by γ can be introduced
for the construction of each bounded sector nonlinearity
g(z). Thus, nonlinear controllers, where each term behaves
as a high gain function with a smooth transition to the
preestablished boundary level, can be built.
• In contrast to traditional control laws, where saturation is
introduced to limit the control signal, the proposed control
laws are in themselves, and by design, bounded, continu-
ous and differentiable, due to the virtues of the bounded
sector nonlinearities used in this letter,
The stability analysis of the synthesized class of bounded
and partially bounded controllers, applied to single and double
integrator dynamics, is discussed in the following subsections.
A. First-Order Dynamical Systems
Let xd ∈ R be a desired C1 reference to be tracked such
that xd, ẋd ∈ L∞. Now, let z = xd − x, ż = ẋd − ẋ represent
the output error and its time derivative, respectively. Consider
a single integrator system
ẋ = u, (5)
where u = ẋd + ubsn denotes the nonlinear controller given by
a proper structure according to Table I. Then, control objec-
tive is to bring the system to the desired reference; this is,
limt→∞ |z| = 0.
Theorem 1: Consider the dynamical system (5) driven by
the control input u = ẋd + ubsn with ubsn given as a nonlinear
controller defined in Table I for first-order dynamical systems.
Then, the closed-loop system is globally asymptotically stable.
Proof: The proof is divided in two parts, one for each of the
structures proposed in Tab. I for first-order dynamical systems.
1) For the first nonlinear controller, the closed-loop dynam-
ics is given by the algebraic substitution of the proposed
controller with ubsn = bsnE = gE(m1 z) into system (5),
that is
ż + gE(m1z) = 0. (6)
The application of the classic quadratic Lyapunov can-
didate function V(z) = 12 z2 > 0 yields V̇(z) = zż =−zgE(m1z) < 0 where m1 > 0 is a positive gain value.
Hence, global asymptotic stability is concluded.









Then, differentiating once with respect to time, the
closed loop system becomes
z̈ = −Dt[gE(m1z)] − gI(m2z), (8)
where Dt[gE(m1z)] is the time derivative of gE(m1z).
Using state-space notation, with z1 = z and z2 = ż,














V(z1, z2) = GI(m2z1)+ 1
2
z22(t), (10)
be a Lyapunov candidate function, where GI(m2z) is
a suitably selected positive definite anti-derivative of
gI(m2z). Then, it can be shown that
V̇(z1, z2) = −z22ġE(m1z1) ≤ 0, (11)
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since ġE(m1 z1) with m1 > 0 is a positive valued func-
tion (see Remark 2). Furthermore, since (z1, z2)e =
(0, 0) is the only equilibrium point of system (9), by
invoking LaSalle’s invariance principle, the closed-loop
dynamics is globally asymptotically stable. Then, the
proof is completed.
B. Second-Order Dynamical Systems
Now, consider a double integrator system given as
ẍ = u. (12)
Let xd ∈ R2 be a desired C2 reference to be tracked such
that xd, ẋd, ẍd ∈ L∞. The control problem can be described as
the design of an input variable u, constructed from functions
belonging to the class of BSNs defined in Lemma 1, such
that the output of the system asymptotically converges to the
desired reference xd, ẋd. This is, the errors given as z = xd −x,
ż = ẋd − ẋ, z̈ = ẍd − ẍ, tend to 0 as t → ∞. Then, the
constructed controller compensating the desired trajectory, is
proposed as u = ẍd +ubsn where ubsn is a nonlinear controller
as defined in Table I for second-order dynamical systems.
Theorem 2: Let the double integrator dynamics (12) be
driven by the control input u given as u = ẍd + ubsn, where
ubsn is a nonlinear controller defined in Table I for second-
order dynamical systems. Then, the closed-loop dynamics is
globally asymptotically stable.
Proof: The stability proof is divided into three parts, one for
each proposed controller in Table I for second-order dynamical
systems. A Lyapunov candidate function is derived as
V(z, ż) = GE(m1z)+ 1
2
ż2, (13)
where GE(m1z) is a suitable selected positive definite anti-
derivative of gE(m1z). This candidate function will be later
used for the stability proof of each proposed controller.
1) For the first analysis, the closed-loop dynamics is
given as
z̈ + gE(m1z)+ gD(m3ż) = 0. (14)
Then, using (13) it can be shown that V̇(z, ż) =
−żgD(m3ż) ≤ 0 given the properties of the bounded
sector nonlinearity gD(m3ż) (see Definition 1). By invok-
ing LaSalle’s invariance principle, global asymptotic
stability is concluded.









gI(m2z)dτ = 0. (15)
Using the same Lyapunov candidate function (13), the
analysis yields




= −GI(m2z(t)) ≤ 0,
s.t. gI(m2z) : G
I(m2z(t)) > 0.
The condition gI(m2z) : GI(m2z(t)) > 0 comes from
Lemma 1 and Remark 1. Moreover, from the application
of LaSalle’s invariance principle, V̇(z, ż) < 0. Therefore,
global asymptotic stability can be concluded for control
law bsnEI .




I(m2z)dτ + gD(m3ż). The closed-loop




gI(m2z)dτ + gD(m3ż) = 0. (16)
Once more, using the Lyapunov candidate function (13)
we have








= −(żgD(m3ż)+ GI(m2z(t))) < 0,
s.t. gI(m2z) : G
I(m2z(t)) > 0.
The analysis of the term GI(z(t)) > 0 is the same as
in the previous case, and the inequality żgD(m3ż) > 0
holds due the properties of the bounded sector nonlinear-
ity gD(m3ż) (see Definition 1). Then, global asymptotic
stability is demonstrated for (16). With this last analysis,
the proof of Theorem 2 is finalized.
IV. SIMULATION EXAMPLES
The effectiveness of the general class of nonlinear con-
trollers is assessed for a tracking task in two nonlinear systems.
The following considerations are used
• the tested controllers are implemented without compen-
sating the dynamics of the nonlinear models, nor the
desired reference signal xd;
• the control laws are derived with the BSNs arbitrarily
selected, as long as they satisfy Lemma 1 and stability
condition gI(m2z) : GI(m2z(t)) > 0,
• the numerical simulations use a 4th-order Runge-Kutta
integration method with a sampling time of 1 × 10−3
seconds,
• the performance of the proposed controllers for nonlinear
dynamical systems is assessed through the computation of
the maximum absolute error in steady-state, since global
asymptotic stability has only been demonstrated for first
and second order integrator dynamics.
A. A Nonlinear First-Order Dynamical System
Consider the first-order, nonlinear dynamical differential
equation
ẋ = x(1 − x2)+ u, (17)
where x and u denote the system’s output and the control
input, respectively. Unforced system (17) (i.e., with u = 0)
has one stable and one unstable equilibrium point at x∗ = 1
and x∗ = 0, accordingly. Let z = xd −x define the output error
for a tracking task. Two bounded nonlinear controllers, where
the structure of the partially bounded nonlinear controller bsnE
from Table I is applied, are given as
u = γ EgEi (mz), (18)
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Fig. 1. Simulation results for the tracking control problem for the first-order nonlinear system (17) applying two partially bounded nonlinear controllers
bsnE given as (19).
where i = 1, 2 with gE1 = 2π arctan(mz) and gE2 = erf(mz),
respectively. Function erf denotes the Gaussian error function.
The selected values for the both controller’s gains are γ E = 5,




arctan(60 z) and bsnE2 = 5 erf(60 z). (19)
The reference signal is defined as xd = 1.5 cos(π2 t), and the
initial condition is set as x(0) = 4. The obtained simulation
results are presented in Figure 1, where the output of the
system x, the error variable z, and the applied control signal
bsnE are plotted. The computed minimum and maximum val-
ues demanded by the bsnE control laws are -4.9787 and 2.4168
for bsnE1 , and -5.0 and 2.6116 for bsn
E
2 , respectively. The effec-
tiveness of the constructed nonlinear controller is evaluated
through the calculation of the maximum absolute error z in
steady state. This gives 1.79×10−2 for bsnE1 , and 0.84×10−2
for bsnE2 over the time interval t1 = [2, 3]. Both nonlinear con-
trollers (19) provide an effective tracking performance without
compensating the system’s nonlinear dynamics, for a time
varying-reference. Notice that using the same bound and slope
values, one controller saturates while the other does not. This
difference is given by the particular convergence rate to the
used BSN functions’ bound value, both satisfying Lemma 1.
B. Motion of a Pendulum
Consider the dynamics of a one-link pendulum given by
(ml2 + J)ẍ = mgl sin(x)− fvẋ − fcsign(ẋ)+ u (20)
where ẍ, ẋ and x correspond to the angular acceleration, veloc-
ity, and position, respectively; u is the control input of torque;
the parameter values can be checked in [20].
The orbital stabilization problem is addressed with the
desired periodic motion produced by the modified version of









ẋd + μ2xd = 0, ε, μ, ρ > 0, (21)






provided that the initial conditions are different to zero. The
parameters for the reference system are set to ε = 8.7, μ =
10 and ρ = 0.15 with xd(0) = −π , ẋd(0) = 0 (refer to
equation (21)). Let z = xd − x and ż = ẋd − ẋ be defined as
the errors in position and velocity of the robot, respectively.
From Table I, the proposed partially bounded control law is
given as
u = γ EgE(m1z)+ γ I
∫ t
0
gI(m2z)dτ + γDgD(m3ż) (23)
where an exponential, an arctangent and a squared-root-base
functions, fulfilling Lemma 1, are chosen.
The slope values are set to m1 = 20π , m2 = 7 and
m3 = 1.5. Thus, the proposed tracking nonlinear controller
is defined as
u = γ E e
(20πz) − 1







(1.5ż)2 + 1 .
Two sets of bound values are selected for comparison pur-
poses. For a bsnEID1 controller the values of γ
E = 3, γ I = 0.5
and γD = 3 are chosen; for a bsnEID2 controller, the selected
gain values are γ E = 1.5, γ I = 1 and γD = 2. The pendu-
lum’s initial conditions are x(0) = π rad and ẋ(0) = 0 (rad/s).
Hence, the bounded part of the controllers is constrained by
a value γ = γ E + γD. The growth rate of the integral term,
with respect to the time variable, is restrained by the value
of γ I . The phase portraits of the desired periodic motion and
the pendulum response is shown in Figure 2(a). The error’s
magnitudes, and the control laws are depicted in Figures 2(b)
and 2(c), respectively. To assess the performance in steady
state, the maximum absolute values of the error variables z
and ż, over t = [7, 8] are both computed as 1.03 × 10−2 (rad)
and 1.04×10−2 (rad/s) for bsnEID1 , and 1.54×10−2 (rad) and
3.21 × 10−2 (rad/s) for bsnEID2 . The minimum and maximum
values of the applied torque are −3 (N m) and 2.872 (N m)
for bsnEID1 , and −1.5 (N m) and 2.287 (N m) for bsnEID2 ,
accordingly. It can be seen that both controllers success-
fully attain the prescribed task, regardless of the presence
of discontinuous phenomena, such as Coulomb and viscous
friction, and uncompensated nonlinear dynamics. The results
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Fig. 2. Simulation results for the orbital stabilization problem for the pendulum system (20) applying the bounded nonlinear controllers bsnEID1 and
bsnEID2 given as (24).
were compared with those in [20], for the same nonlinear
models, parameters and initial conditions, showing that the
partially bounded nonlinear controllers reach lower velocities
and position values during the transient.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The present document proposes the design of general con-
trol schemes based on bounded sector nonlinearities for first
and second-order dynamical systems, denoted as single and
double integrator dynamics, respectively. In contrast to the
conventional saturated control approach, this letter uses the
addition of explicitly bounded sector nonlinear functions to
build nonlinear controllers. The results confirm the stated
hypothesis. The properties of the defined bounded sector non-
linearities are used to derive a Lyapunov candidate function
to prove the global asymptotic stability of the controlled
systems. The advantages of the proposed class of nonlinear
controllers over those found in the literature are the feasibility
of individually tuning each term, the boundedness and partial
boundedness properties of the controllers, and their structural
simplicity. The proposed controllers are tested in simulation
for nonlinear first and second-order dynamical systems. The
obtained numerical results evidence the effectiveness of the
proposed class of nonlinear controllers, even in the presence
of nonlinear and discontinuous dynamics, and under large ini-
tial errors. The stability proof and the determination of the
region of attraction near the saturation bound for the non-
linear dynamics, the tuning and robustness of the controllers,
and the extension to higher-order systems, are important topics
considered for future research.
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